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time will be spent learning knots,
identifying footholds on the wall
and catching a climbing partner
when he or she loses grip. Mr. Wal-
dron said that, along with coaching
students on basics of safely anchor-
ing to the crag, he trains them to
keep an eye on other climbers.

Expect to pay up to $200 for a
full day with a guide like him or Mr.
Roy. You’ll shore up deficiencies in
technique (tip: climb with your legs,
not your arms) and, crucially, learn
to build foolproof safety systems.

An instructor will provide most
of your equipment at the start. But
as you progress, you’ll stock up on
tools like quickdraws—pairs of
webbed carabiner hooks that allow
you to clip into bolts on established

routes. You should look for ropes
that meet the standards of the In-
ternational Climbing and Mountain-
eering Federation (theuiaa.org),
thick enough to survive being
dragged through dirt, yanked when
climbers fall, or scraped across
stone. A go-to: the 9.8 millimeters
Petzl’s Contact rope, starting at
$220 for 60 meters (petzl.com).

You’ll learn more effectively on
easier climbs. The Yosemite decimal
system rates routes by difficulty,
from 5.0 to 5.15d. Start at 5.5 or 5.6,
and then move to easier or harder
climbs depending on how gently or
brutally you wish to be challenged.
Just don’t look down. And no mat-
ter how inspiring Mr. Honnold’s free
soloing feats seem, always use rope.

might be surprised to discover that
scaling a real cliff face is more lei-
surely than breathless films let on.
In nature, time often drifts slowly.
Climbers typically fill the intervals
between ascents with casual hikes,
equipment checks, moments of si-
lence as they hold a partner’s rope.
It’s not all soothingly bucolic, how-
ever, with more obstacles thrown at
you, more risks to manage than
during indoor climbs. You build
thicker calluses and get real dirt
under your nails. “I’ve never been
climbing outside wishing I was in a
gym somewhere,” said Eric Wal-
dron, an instructor with Eastern
Mountain Sports in New Paltz, N.Y.

Beginners may have to overcome
a fear of heights. But most of their
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Off the
Wall
Three high-altitude docs
are inspiring fans of
indoor climbing-gyms
to scale real crags

ALEX HONNOLD is
alive. Which shouldn’t
be noteworthy except
that a particular scene
in “Free Solo,” a docu-

mentary following his efforts to
ropelessly scale the 3,000-foot face
of Yosemite’s El Capitan, clearly
suggested that his death was about
to be captured on film.

Dangling from barely perceptible
granite nubs, Mr. Honnold karate-
kicked his foot out wide, shifting
his body weight into the thin air
above Yosemite Valley. To live, he’d
have to land that foot cleanly on
marble-smooth rock, and shimmy
his body to relative safety.

“I [knew] that he made it,” said
Jason Roy, a 26-year climbing vet
and instructor at Horseshoe Canyon
Ranch in Jasper, Ark., of watching
the scene unfold. Still, he added,
“my hands were just sweating pro-
fusely.”

The success of “Free Solo”—
which just won the Oscar for best
feature-length documentary—along
with that of 2017’s “Dawn Wall,”
which chronicled Tommy Caldwell’s
ascent of the Yosemite cliff face,
and “Meru,” a 2015 film focused on
scaling the Shark’s Fin route in the
Indian Himalayas, caps an explosive
growth period for climbing. Be-
tween 2013 and 2018, rock gyms av-
eraged annual revenue growths of
7.2% according to research firm Ibis
World, nearly triple that of other
fitness clubs. Since 2009, the Inter-
national Federation of Sports
Climbing’s membership grew 25%
and in 2020 the sport will make its
Olympics debut in Tokyo.

Along the way, climbers have
benefited from better equipment
and standardized safety protocols.
But anyone who’s only spent time in
the controlled settings of a climbing
gym—indoor, air-conditioned, with
ropes pre-hung along fixed routes—

It all depends on how
gently or brutally you
wish to be challenged.
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Petzl Boreo Helmet in Blue
Jean, $70, petzl.com

Mammut Alnasca Harness,
$120, mammut.com

Scarpa Origin Climbing Shoes,
$95, scarpa.com

Pure Grit Bohemian Chalk Bag,
$25, puregritclimbing.com

Black Diamond ATC Belay, $30
blackdiamondequipment.com

LEARNING THE ROPES
When it’s time to get your
own equipment, start here
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